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FREQUENCY DOMATN PROPERTIES OF OTTO SMITH REGULATOR.S

K.J. Ast.rom

ABSTRACT

Frequency domain characteri-stics of Otto Smith regulators
are investigated. It is shown that the regulator can be re-
garded as an ordinary regulator in cascade with a lead net-
work with consid.erable 1ead.
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1. TNTRODUCTTON

The idea of dead-time compensation introduced by otto smith
(1957) had 1itt1e use i-n analog systems because of the dif-
ficulty of implementing the system. sj-nce the regulator can
easj-Iy be implemented digitaily it is nohr finding increasing
use in practj-cal control system. This note presents a simple
analysis of ti:e frequency domai-n properties of the regulator.
The note was inspired. by a d.iscussion of digital control sys-
tems given in a seminar to an ind.ustrial audience. specifi-
caI1y it answers the question: "This is all fine but where
does the phase-1ead come from?" which was asked by one of
the participants.
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2. OTTO SMITHIS REGULATOR

Consider the system whose block diagram is shown in Fig. 1

Fig. 1

Assume that the compensator G* is chosen in such a h¡ay that
a suitable performance of the closed loop system is obtained.
The closed loop transfer function is then

G(S)
GRGp

(s) (1)
1 + GRGP

rf the system has an extra time delay this transfer function
is changed to

GRGP" -sT
c(s) -sT (2)

1+GRG
P

ã

rf T is sufficj-ently large the system will arways be unstabre.
To avoid this difficulty Otto Smith (1958) proposed the regu-
lator shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2.

If the block d5-agram of Fig. 2 is redrawn as shown in Fig.
3 it is easily seen that the signals -y and yc \^ri11 cancel
and the closed. loop transfer function becomes

e*e"e-sT
c(s) (3)

I + GRGP

Fig. 3.
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The closed loop system whose transfer function is given by
equation (3) is clearly stable for any value of T. Apart
from the'factor "-"T 

j-n the numerator of (3) the transfer
function (3) is in fact. j-dent,ical to (1). This means that
the regulator shown in the d.ashed block in Fig. 2 must give
a signi-ficant phase lead.. This will be explored further in
the next section.
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3. THE REGULATOR TRANSFER FUNCTION

The regulator in the dashed block in Fig. 2 has the trans-
fer function

G
R 1

(4)GnGR
1 + cRcp (l-"-sT) -ST1 + (1-e )e0

where

GO (s) = Gn(s)cn (s) (5)

The Otto Smith regulator can thus be considered as being a

cascade connection of the ordinary regulator (GR) with a

compensator having the transfer function

(s) I (6)
G -sT (s)1 + (1-e )e0

The propert.ies of the transfer function G

plored.
will now be ex-c

For typical control loops the open loop gain will be sma1l
for high frequencies and high for 1ow frequencies. Assuming
that

(i)

It then follows from (5) that

G
Its/ Ai 

-

srGO (s )
lsl cD1

Gc
(s) n¿ 1 lsl >> 62
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If

K
N

sn

for small s it follows that

n-1
I KT

" 
(s)

^n-1b n>1
KT

for smal1 s. If G0 contains one or more integrators the com-
pensator G. will thus have a low gain at 1ow frequencies.
The gain will decrease with increasing tj-me delay T. At high
frequencies the gain of G" will be equal to one. The ampli-
tude curve Ëhus indicates that the general characteristics
of G- is that'of a lead network. For frequencies such thatc
GO (s) n¿ -1 it follows from (6) that

(j (s) e
-mÞt

cO (s)

c (for GO ^i -1) (6)

This ind.i-cates clearly that the network will give a consi-
dera"ble phase advance.

The approximative analysis thus indicates that the transfer
function G" corresponds to a lead network. The total phase
advance wilr increase with i-ncreasing T. rf n = r the total
phase lead will be a multiple of 2r.

1

+

G
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4. AN EXAI'ÍPLE

A specific example will now be investj_gated. Let the open
loop transfer function be

\J
K

0 s (s+1) (s+Z¡

A reasonable value
(1967 p. 163) . rhe
has the properties

of the gain is K = 1. See e.g. Â,ström
transfer function G" defined. by (6) then

1lim G

S-'0

lim G
S-æ

The

tion

(s)
1 + kT/z

(s) 1

shapes of the Nyquist
G. are ind.icated in Fig.

diagram of the transfer func-
4.

since both Gc(0) and G.(i"") are rear the total phase advance
is a multiple of 2n. The frequency characteristics of G. wirl
now be explored. further. The frequencies where the Nyquist
curve intersects the negatj_ve real axis are given by

-it¡Targ(1 -e ) cO (ir,r) =TT

Hence

RloT l arctg or arclg a/2 n

RIa:T ]

22

.IT

2

=n+Y
2

or



G 1-" sr

1

S TT S
1+ G(1-e 1/oG (1-e

c Gc

1

T < 7.53

T= 7.53

7.53<-t <17.92

17.82 <T <28.12

1

I

Fig. 4.

I



where

9.

at these frequen-

and R[q] denotes the resid.ue of s modulo 2n. Ttre frequencies
where the Nyquist curve intersects the negative real axis
are thus given by

. 3c¡T = arctrg 

-

2-o-

The magnitudes of the transfer function G

cies û)^ are qiven by

I,t - "-itogr, co {i<,ro) 
| (r+ofr) (a+tofr

K=2sinr
,0

See Fig. 5

r
Fig. 5.
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But

Sina=

Hence

3"0

4 2
oo +5 oo +4

3to

2
o0( +r) (¿+,¡3 )

| 
,t - "-icoor, 

co (ioro) 
| =

6K

(r+arfr) (a+ofr)

The intersection will be to the left of the point -1 if

6K>

ForK=lthisgi-ves

o0< (,ß1-5) /2 = 0.6102

Furthermorerit follows from Fig. 5 that

,OT=2nn-2.¡

Hence

y = nn øOr/2

rntrod.ucing olo = 0.6]-02 and usi-ng (B) the following numeri-
cal values are obtained

T = 10. 3n - 2.77

The time delay corresponding to integer values of n are Iis-
ted. below.
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Tn

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

7.53
L7 .82
28.L2
38 .42
48.72
59.01
69.31
79.6t
89.90

100.2

This table gives the limits of the time delay for the Ny-
quist curve to make 1, 2, 3, revolutions around the ori-
gin. Notice that for the values of T given in the table
above the function 1+ (1 -e-st)G^(s) will vanish for cer-

U

tain frequencies which means that the transfer function G"

becomes infinite. In Fig. 6 | Fig. 7 and. Fig. 8 are shown

the Bode d.iagrams for T = 5 r 12 and. 22 corresponding to
n=0r1and2.
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L2.

Fig. 6 - Bode diagram for the transfer function

G (s)
c

1
-sTI + (1-e )e (s)

0

I

f f"*t) (s+z¡

w
for GO (s ) andT=5.
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Fig. 7 - Bode diagram for the transfer function

" 
(s) IG

I + (t-"-=T) co (s )

I
f rc+r) (s+z ¡

ry
for GO (s) and T = 12.
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Iiq. g - Bode diagram for the transfer function

G"(s) t
I + (t-"-=T) eo (s )

I
Æ (s+t) (s+z¡

W
for G

0
(s) and, T = 22.
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The following FORTRAN program $¡as used. to evaluate the
transfer function.

FRÉi'IUEi'ICY,{NALYS I S
KJA 74.Jå05 REV ISEi]

HR lTÊ ( 9,1it0 )
F OÍìMAT ( I I,,¡fì I TF GA I T¡

lC=1
A(:¡ìT f FF ( tC )
T=RTTFF( I Ç)
h-c=RTIFF( lC)
!rl=RTIFF ( lC )
trP=FìITFF( lC)
l*RITE(ó,101.) ïrAK
F0Ê¡1AT ( ' 1T IME DELAY
li,.r-lTE (ór1,02)
F0;ìvAT ( rc0f":EGA

, ,..,iiilGG tìAD | )
P:l l:3,14259265

. ,,-DC 10 J=1¡ ilp
I'i:HQ+,.11*FL0AÏ(J)

OF OTTO.SM I TH COMPENSATOR
750616

TIt'lE DELAY t,l0 t41 itND NPI)

=t ¡F7,3, tSECI r I

AiJSG ARGG DEG

16.

6ÀlN =?rFó.3)

LOGAtsSG

0ü1.
032
003
0ü4
0û5
0,1ó
0û7
0û8
0c9
01c
011
tL2
013
C' 14
015
01ó
017
016
019
IJ ¿U
a?t
a?2
023
021
025
0?6
027
028
029
039
c31
0J2
033
0J4
0J5
TJó
c.{ 7
03ô
0J9
0r.l
041
o42

1ù1

LC2
.: :.:

c

c
c
c
1
1C0

R1=N
A1=PHl /2,
R2=SilRT ( 1, +i.lr+!,,f )
A2=ATA¡J2(Xrt,)
R3:Sf,ìRf ( 4. +¡¡*i{ )
A3:ATAN2 (X ,2, )
S1=1. - C0S ( l.l*T )
S2=Slirl(**¡¡
R4=SilRT ( St*S1+S2*S2 )

A4:¡TAr\J2 ( S2, S1)
R5:4t,.*H4 / (t7t*iì2*fìJ )
A5:44 -41-42-AJ
S1=1. +É5"C05 ( A5 )
S2=.ì5*S I f¡ ( ¡\5 )
R:t. /SllRT ( StnSl+SZrSZt
A=-ATA'12(S2rS1)
RL0G=AL0(ì10 ( R )
Â,ltû=A*1¿g,7PH I

X;ì ¡ TE (6'103) l^l¡R¡A[)EGnRL0G,A
F0iìr"lÁI (F10' 4,F10,5,F10,2,2(1PË13,5) )
co T0 1
ENtI

10
{ na
Jgv


